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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R 4 R’ be an unramilied extension of (noetherian) discrete valuation 
rings inducing separable extensions on fraction and residue fields. Then 
(1.1) THEOREM (N&on [N] ). R’ is a j&red inductive union of its 
smooth sub-R-algebras of finite type. 
This theorem gives a method to substitute the solvability in R’ of certain 
polynomial equations over R with the solvability of some equations for 
which it is possible to apply the Implicit Function Theorem. Trying to 
extend Theorem (1.1) we stated in [P3] that a morphism of noetherian 
rings A + A’ is regular iff A’ is a filtered inductive limit of smooth A- 
algebras of finite presentation. This result has some nice applications (see 
[P3]) and it would be good to have an analog of it for nonnoetherian 
rings, for instance, for (nonnoetherian) valuation rings. 
(1.2) THEOREM (Zariski [Z]). Let R be a valuation ring containing a 
field k of characteristic zero. Then R is a filtered inductive union of its 
smooth sub-k-algebras of finite type. 
In [P,] we state the following result (by mistake the condition (ii) 
actually appeared in a weaker form). 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let R c R’ be an extension of valuation rings (i.e., R’ 
dominates R) and k the residue field of R. Suppose that 
(i) char k =0 and dim R < co, 
(ii) every prime ideal from R generates in R’ a prime ideal. 
Then R’ is a filtered inductive limit of smooth R-algebras of finite presen- 
tation. 
Note that in Theorem (1.3) the “smooth R-algebras” can not be “sub-R- 
algebras” as in Theorems (1.1) and (1.2). 
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It is the purpose of our paper to try to improve the result in this sense 
and to investigate the obstructions which appear in positive characteristic 
(see Theorems (5.3), (6.6), and (6.9)). Ostrowski’s “Defektsatz” seems to be 
behind of some results from Sections 3 and 5 (see (3.10.1) and (5.4.1)), 
though we do not use it. The “completion” considered here (see (2.2.3)) is 
in fact a weak form of completion which may not be henselian when the 
rank of the valuation is bigger than one. All the rings are supposed to be 
commutative with identity. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
(2.1) A valuedfield is a triplet 9 = (F, u, r), where F is a field, f a 
totally ordered group and u: F* + I-, F* = F\(O) a valuation (here we 
assume valuations to be surjective). By convention we shall put sometimes 
u(O) = co. The ring R = {x E F* I u(x) 3 0} u (0) is the valuation ring of 9. 
A valued field %’ = (F’, u’, rl) is an extension of % (for short % E %‘) if 
FE F, r& r’, and u is given by restriction from 0’. Let k, k’ be the residue 
fields of the valuation rings R (resp. R’) of % (resp. 9’). The extension 
% E %’ (or R G R’) is called immediate if r= P and k = k’. Moreover if 
for every x E F and every y E r there exists an element y such that 
v(x - y) 3 y then % G %“I’ (or R E R’) is dense. 
(2.2) A well-ordered sequence a = (a,), < B of elements from F is 
called fundamental (a is f.s.) if 
(i) a has not a last element, i.e., 13 is a limit ordinal, 
(ii) u(a, - ap) < u(a, - a,) for all p < (T < 5, 
(iii) for every y E r there exists a p < 0 such that u(a, - a,) > y for all 
o<~ with (~>p. 
Let E, 0 <E < 1 be a real number. If F, I-C R and 0 is the ordinal of N 
then a is f.s. exactly when the sequence a of real numbers is fundamental 
with respect o 11 11 given by llxlj = E”(;), x # 0. 
(2.2.1) An element y E F is called the limit of a f.s. u = (ao)a<H 
from F if 
u(y-a,)=u(a,+,-a,) for all p < 8. 
If there exists the limit must be unique (see (iii)). 
(2.2.2) The extension % E %“I’ is dense iff every element from F is 
the limit of a f.s. from F. 
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(2.2.3) 9 is called complete if every dense extension of it is trivial, 
or equivalently if every fs. from F has a limit in F. A complete valued field 
of rank one (i.e., Tc W) is henseliun, i.e., its valuation ring satisfies Hensel’s 
Lemma. 9’ is the completion of 9 if 9 G 9’ is dense and F-’ is complete 
(every valued field has an unique completion). 9 is called complete 
relatively to 9’ if no element from F\F is a limit of a f.s. from F. A valued 
field d = (E, w, r), 9 E d E 6’ is called the complete closure of 9 
relatively to 9”’ if 9 s d is dense and 8 is complete relatively to 9’. 
Clearly E is the subfield of all elements from F which are limits of some ts. 
from F. 
(2.3) A well-ordered sequence a = (a,), < B of elements from F is 
called pseudo convergent (p.c.s.) if it satisfies i) and ii) from (2.2). 
(2.3.1) An element y E F is called a pseudo limit (p.1.) of a p.c.s. 
a= (a,),,,@ from F if 
V(Y - a,) = da, + I - ap) (1) 
for all p < 8. Note that this happens if (1) holds just for p 9 0, i.e., for p suf- 
ficiently large. When a is not a f.s. then there exists a y E f such that 
v(a, - a,) < y for all p < 0 < 8. If y is a p.1. of a in F and b E F is an 
element such that v(b) 2 y then y + b is another p.1. of a. Thus a p.1. is not 
unique in general. 
(2.3.2) If the extension 9 c 9’ is immediate then every element 
from F\F is a p.1. of a p.c.s. from F having no p.l. in F (see [K]). 
(2.3.3) F is called maximally complete if every immediate exten- 
sion of it is trivial or equivalently if every p.c.s. from F has a p.1. in F. A 
maximally complete valued field is complete and henselian. 8’ is a 
maximally complete immediate extension of 9 if 9 E 8’ is immediate and 
9’ is maximally complete. Every valued field has a maximally complete 
immediate extension which can be not unique if p = char F > 0 (see [K] ). 
(2.4) Ifs=,,, is a p.c.s. from F then the following statements 
hold (see [K] or [S, Chap. II]: 
(2.4.1) ~(a,-a,)=v(a,+,-a,) for all p<a<& 
(2.4.2) either 
(i) ~(a,) < ~(a,) for all p <(T < 0, or 
(ii) ~(a,) = u(a,) for 0 > p $0. 
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(2.4.3) if y is a p.l. of a then either 
(i) u(y)>u(a,), for all p in the case (2.4.2)(i), or 
(ii) o(y) = ~(a,) for p B 0 in the case (2.4.2)(ii). 
(2.4.4) For every polynomial fin Y over F the sequence (f(a,,)),,,H is 
ultimately pseudo-convergent (thus by (2.4.2) it follows either 
u(f(a,)) < U(a,)) or u(f(a,,)) = u(f(a,)) for g > P % 0). 
(2.45) If u(fw < 44 + 1 -a,) for a certain polynomial f E F[ Y] 
and a certain r < 8 then u(f(a,)) = u(f(a,)) for all c > T. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose that 5 ~9’ is dense and let a = (ap)eCO he a 
p.c.s. from F which is not f.s. Then a has a p.1. in F iff it has one in F. 
Proof: Let bgF’ be a p.1. of a. By (2.2.2) b is a limit of a f.s. c= (c;,)~.<~~ 
from F. Since a is not a fs. there exists an element y E r such that 
~(a,--ua,)<y for all p<o<tI. Choose a 1 suffkiently large in order to 
have v(b - ci.) > y. Then u(cl - aP) = u(b - up) = ~(a,, + , -up) for all p < 0 
and so cj. is a p.1. of a in F (see (2.4.1)). 1 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let y be an element from F which is not in F. Then one 
and only one of the following statements holds: 
(i) y is a p.1. of a p.c.s. from F having no p.l. in F, 
(ii) the set ,4: = { u’( y - 6) 1 b E F} has a largest element. 
Proof. Suppose (ii) does not hold. Then we show (i) by adapting the 
proof of [S, Chap. II, Lemma 201 to our case. Select in /1 a cofinal well- 
ordered subset A’= {u(y- a,,) 1 p < 0}, ae E F having no last element 
because (ii) does not hold. We have 
4% - qJ = 4Y - a&J 
if p < Q< 0 because u( y - up) < v( y - a,) by construction. Since 
(u( y - u~))~ increases monotonically we conclude that a = (u~)~< O is a 
p.c.s. from F and y is a p.1. of it. If z E F is another p.1. of a then 
u( y -z) > u(a, - up) = u( y - up) 
for all p < cr < 8, i.e., A’ is not cofinal in n (contradiction!). Thus a has no 
p.1. in F. 1 
(2.7) A p.c.s. a = (aP)p < 0 from F is called 
(i) transcendental if o(f(a,)) = u(f(a,)) for all nonzero polynomial 
f EF[Y] and all o>p>>O, 
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(ii) algebraic if u(f(a,)) < u(f(a,)) for at least a nonzero polynomial 
~EF[Y] and all a>p90. 
(2.7.1) A p.c.s. a= (ap)p<s from F has a p.1. in F iff there exists a 
polynomial f~ F[ Y] of degree one such that 
(1) 
for all 0 > p % 0. Indeed if b E F is a p.1. of a then o(b - ap) = o(a, - ap) for 
all p < e < 8 and taking f = Y - b we get ( 1) fulfilled for all CJ > p. Conver- 
sely, if (1) holds for f = c( Y- b), c #O then (u(b - ap))p increases 
monotonically for p g 0 and so we get 
u(b - ap) = u((b - a,,) + (a, -a,)) = ~(a,, - a,), a>p%-0 
Thus b is a p.1. of a (see (2.3.1)). 
(2.7.2) A transcendental p.c.s. from F has no p.1. in F (see (2.7.1)). A 
p.1. of a transcendental p.c.s from F is transcendental over F. 
(2.7.3) If a is a transcendental p.c.s. from F then there exists an 
immediate transcendental extension 9(z) = (F(z), 6, f) of S in which z is 
a p.1. of a. Conversely, if F(U) = (F( ), u W, r) is a transcendental extension 
of B in which u is a p.1. of a then 9(z) and F(U) are analytically 
equivalent over 9, the equivalence being given by z + U. This result is in 
fact [K, Theorem 21 when a has no p.l. in F; but this is certainly true by 
(2.7.2). 
(2.7.4) If a is algebraic having no p.1. in F then there exists an 
immediate algebraic extension F(z) = (F(z), V, r) of 9 in which z is a p.1. 
of a. The defining equation is f (z) = 0, where f is a nonzero polynomial of 
least degree for which (2.7) ii) holds (such polynomial f is irreducible of 
degree > 2). Conversely, if u is a root off and if 9(u) = (F(u), w, r) is an 
immediate extension of 9 in which u is a p.1. of a then 9(u) and F(z) are 
analytically equivalent over 8, the equivalence being given by u -+ z. This 
result is in fact [K, Theorem 33. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let a = (u,),,~ be an algebraic p.c.s. from F which is not 
f.s. and g E F[ Y] a nonzero polynomial satisfying (2.7)(ii). Then the sequence 
uk(a,)),,0 is bounded in r. 
Proof Let 9’ be an extension of 9 containing a p.1. y of a (apply 
(2.7.4)). By (2.4.4), (2.4.2)(i) and (2.4.3)(i) we have 
MY)) > UMU,)) for p&O. 
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Since a is not a fs., y is not unique and a has an infinite set of p.1. in 8’. 
Thus changing y (if necessary) we can suppose g(y) # 0. Then u(g(y)) is 
the wanted bound. [ 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let a = (ap)p<8 be a transcendental p.c.s. from F which is 
not f.s. If 9 G 9’ is dense then a is also transcendental over 9’. 
Proof: Suppose that a is algebraic over F. Then there exists a nonzero 
polynomial f E F[X] satisfying (2.7)(ii). By Lemma (2.8) the sequence 
4f(qJ),<fJ is bounded in r. Choose a polynomial g E F[ Y] such that the 
valuation of all coefhcients of g-f is bigger than all o(f(a,)), p < 8. Then 
u(g(a,)) = u(f(a,)) for all p < f3 and so a is algebraic over F. Contradic- 
tion! 1 
3. WHEN ARE IMMEDIATE ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS DENSE? 
Let F = (F, u, r) be a valued field, p = char F, a = (Q~)~ <e a p.c.s from F 
and f a nonzero polynomial from F[ Y]. The notation f (I) = (llj!)(@y/la Yj), 
f (‘) = f is also meaningful when p > 0 because the coefficients of @j/la Yj are 
“multiples” ofj!. By Taylor’s formula we have 
f($) =f(a,) + c f”‘(4(~, - a,)‘, p<z<6. (*) 
/>I 
Taylor’s formula holds also when p > 0; to see this substitute all constants 
by variables and apply the usual formula in a ring of polynomials over H, 
then change back variables by constants. Let p be the residue field charac- 
teristic of the valuation ring of 9. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Suppose that 
(1) 4f(a,))=4f(a,))for T>P+O. 
Then 
(2) u(f(a,)) < o(f”‘(a,)(a, - a,)‘) for every j> 1 providing t >p B 0. 
Proof: If p increases, p < z then ~(a,, - a,) increases too. Thus we can 
suppose that the nonzero elements from 
{f%,)(a, -4’l,.o 
have their valuation different. Then (2) follows from (*) and (1). 1 
(3.1.1) Remark. When f is a manic polynomial of degree e satisfying 
(1) then the above Lemma gives u(f(a,)) < eu(a, - a,) < eu(a, +, -a,) for 
t>p$O. 
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(3.2) LEMMA. Let e be a positive integer such that f (‘I # 0 and 
(1) u(f “‘(a,)) = u(f”‘(a,)) for z > p 9 0. 
Then 
(2) o(f”‘(a,)(a,-a,)e)<u(f’“‘(a,)(a,-a,)U) for r>pBO if u>e 
and either 
(i) p=O, or 
(ii) p>O and O,((:))=O, where (:)=u!/e!(u-e)! and 0,: Q*+Z 
denotes the p-adic valuation. 
Proof. Applying Lemma (3.1) to h = f (e) (by (1) h satisfies the 
hypothesis) we obtain 
u(h(a,))<u(h (Upe)(aT)(a, - ar)u-e) 
for t>p%O. Since h(i)=(!+e)f(i+P)for alljweget (2). 1 
(3.2.1) Remark. Suppose p>O and let ~=C~,~cl~p’, e=Ci.,,fiiP’, 
0 < ai, pi < p be the p-adic expansion of u (resp. e). Then 0,((z)) = 0 iff 
tli 2 /Ii for every i B 0. For the proof note first that 
OJU!) = 1 ctiOP((J?)!) and O-(0+)!) =“gd P . 
i>O p-l’ 
In particular if e = pi and Op(u) = i then O,( (,“)) = 0. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose that 
(1) o(f(a,))<u(f(a,))forz>p90. 
Then there exists a positive integer j such that 
(2) u(f(a*)) > u(f “‘(a,)(a - a )‘) P 7’ 
For the proof apply (*) like in Lemma (3.1). 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Suppose that f is a nonzero polynomial of least degree 
for which (2.7)(ii) holds. Then the valuations of the nonzero elements from 
(f(j)(a,)(a,--a,)j)j,o, 
with z > p $0, are different and reach the minimum for either 
(i) j=l ifp=O, or 
(ii) one j of the form pi, ie N if D>O. 
Proof By hypothesis f (I) satisfies (2.7)(i) if p=O. Then it is enough to 
apply Lemmas (3.3) and (3.2) for e = 1. 
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Now suppose p > 0. Let u be a positive integer such that .f““’ # 0 and 
t=p -Ep(u). By Remark (3.2.1) we have O,(( ;)) = 0. Taking h =f(‘) like in 
Lemma (3.2) we get 
j’” 1) = u 
0 * f? 
Then h # 0 because otherwise O,(( y)) > 0 and p = p. Contradiction! Thus 
f (‘) # 0. By hypothesis f (') satisfies (2.7)(i). Applying Lemma (3.2) we get 
4f (%&J - a,)‘) < o(f (Uk)(~p - 4Y), 
for t > p 9 0. Then the valuation of the nonzero elements from 
reaches the minimum for j= pi, in N. By Lemma (3.3) we are ready. 1 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let t be a positive integer and y, z (z # 0) two elements 
from F such that 
f”‘(Y)+0 and o(z’f (‘)( y)) < u(z’f”‘( y)) for all j # t. (1) 
Suppose that F is henseliun. Then f is in F[ Y] a multiple of a polynomial h 
of degree t. 
Proof Using Taylor’s formula we have 
f(y+zX)=f(y)+ i f”‘(y)z’X’, e:= degf 
j= 1 
Put cj : = zj- ’ f (j)( y)/f (‘)( y), j > 0 and g : = CgZO cjXj. By hypothesis 
u(cj) > 0 for all j # t and c, = 1. Let (R, m) be the valuation ring of 8. We 
have g E R[X] and g s X’ mod m. Applying Hensel’s Lemma we get 
g= h’h” for some polynomials h’, h” E R[X] such that deg h’ = t and 
h’ E X’ mod m. Take h : = z’h’( ( Y - y)/z). 1 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Suppose that F is henselian and f is a nonzero 
polynomial of least degree for which (2.7)(ii) holds. Then f is linear ifp = 0. 
Otherwise deg f = p” for a certain s E N and 
u(f ‘F)(u,)(a, - u,)~) < u(f (j)(a )( rap T Y - a )‘) z>p$O 
for Ull J; 0 <J’ < )?“. 
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Proof: By Corollary (3.4) the valuation of the nonzero elements from 
{f(i)(ur)(u,-ua,)j}j,O, z>P%” 
is different and reaches the minimum for either 
(i) j= 1 ifp=O, or 
(ii) onejoftheformp”,sEN ifp>O. 
Choosez~p~OandapplyLemma(3.5)fory=a,,z=a,-u,.Thenfisa 
multiple in F[ Y] of a linear polynomial h if p = 0 or of a polynomial h of 
degre p”. By (2.7.4)fis irreducible in F[ Y] and so J h are associated in the 
divisibility. In particular deg f = p”. 1 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let @ = (I’ 0, r) be the completion of ‘9. Suppose that a 
is not f.s. and f is a nonzero polynomial of least degree for which (2.7)(ii) 
holds. Then every nonzero polynomial g from P[ Y] with deg g< deg f 
satisfies (2.7)(i). 
Proof: It is enough to take g manic. Since a is not Es. there exists y E r 
such that v(u, + , -a,) c y for all p < 8. Choose a manic polynomial 
g E F[ Y] with deg g = e : = deg g such that the coefficients of g - 2 have 
their valuation bigger than ey. By assumption 2 satisfies (2.7)(i) (e < deg f) 
and so 
vMa,)) < ey for ~40 
(see Remark (3.1.1)). Then we get 
vm,)) = WqJ) for p%O 
Thus g satisfies (2.7)(i). 1 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. Suppose that T_c R, a is not f,s. and f is a nonzero 
polynomial of least degree for which (2.3)(ii) holds. Then f is linear $0 = 0. 
Otherwise deg f = p” for a certain s E N and 
v(f ‘qu,)(u, - u,)q < v(f “‘(u,)(u, - a,)‘), T > p p 0 
for ullj,O<j<p”. 
Proof. Let fi be the completion of F. By Lemma (3.7) we can apply 
Proposition (3.6) to f over @ because fi is henselian (r~ W). 1 
(3.9) THEOREM. An algebraic p.c.s. from F which is not fs. has a p.1. in F 
if p=O and TC R. 
481/108/Z-16 
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Proof. Let a be an algebraic p.c.s. from F and f a nonzero polynomial 
of least degree for which (2.7)(ii) holds. By Proposition (3.8)fis linear and 
so a has a p.1. in F (see (2.7.1). 1 
(3.10) COROLLARY. If ji = 0 and r~ [w then every algebraic immediate 
valued field extension of 9 is dense. 
Proof: Let 9’ = (F, v’, r) be an algebraic immediate valued field exten- 
sion of 9 and y an element from F’\F. By (2.3.2) y is a p.1. of a p.c.s. a 
from F having no p.1. in F. Using (2.7.2) we note that a is algebraic. If a is 
not Es. then a has a p.1. in F by Theorem (3.9). Contradiction! Thus a is f.s. 
and so y belongs to the complete closure of 9 relatively to 9’. As y was 
arbitrarily chosen we get F E 9 dense. 1 
(3.10.1) Remark. Actually Theorem 3.9 and Corollary (3.10) are also 
consequences of “Der Defektsatz” from [0, Sect. 9 No. 551 (see, e.g., [P, , 
Corollary (4.2)]). 
(3.11) COROLLARY. Let R, R’ be the valuation rings of 9 resp. 9’ and 
q c R a prime ideal of height one from R. Suppose that 
(i) RJq z R’/qR’, 
(ii) char R/q = 0, 
(iii) 9 c 9’ is immediate and algebraic. 
Then B G 9’ is dense. 
Proof By (i) qR’ is a prime ideal and R, E R& is an immediate 
valuation ring extension (see (iii)). Applying Corollary (3.10) we get 
R, c R& dense. Thus for every y E F and every t E q there exists a E F such 
that v( y - a) 2 v(t). Since the elements from Ijv(q\(O)) are smaller than 
the elements from v(q\(O)) we get R c_ R’ dense too. 1 
(3.12) THEOREM. Let 5”I’ = (F, v’, IJ be an algebraic immediate valued 
field extension of 9. Suppose that p >O, I-C [w and for every y E F, 
[F(y): F] < p. Then F c 9’ is dense. 
Proof. Let y be an element from F\F. Like above y is a p.1. of an 
algebraic p.c.s. a from F having no p.1. in F. Let f be a nonzero polynomial 
of least degree for which (2.7) ii) holds. By hypothesis deg f < p. Using 
Proposition (3.8) we get deg f = 1 if a is not f.s. But this is not possible 
because a has no p.1. in F. Thus a is f.s. and so 9 E 9’ is dense. 1 
(3.12.1) Remark. The above Theorem cannot be improved too much 
because there exist algebraic (even separable) immediate valued field exten- 
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sions which are not dense as is shown by the following example inspired by 
[0, Sect. 9, No. 571. 
(3.13) EXAMPLE. Let k be a field, X a variable, r = Q and F the frac- 
tion field of the group algebra k[f], i.e., the elements of F are rational 
functions in (J?)yc q. Let P be the field of all formal sums C,,, hl a,xy’, 
where a, E k and y = (Y~)~~ iQI is a monotonically increasing sequence from 
r. The correspondence 
1 a,IYY”~ys,s=min{nE~(aC1,#O} 
ncN 
defines a valuation 6: F* -+ r. Clearly 9 = (F, 6, I’) is an immediate exten- 
sion of 5 = (F, u, ZJ (in fact a maximally complete immediate extension of 
9). Suppose p = char k > 0 and denote pn = (p”” - l)/(p - 1) p’+‘. 
Clearly P = (PA E 
l/( p - 1). Take 
F’:= F(y), u’=fiI, F’*, 9 = (F, u’, r). Clearly there exists no z E F such 
that u(y - z) > l/(p - l), i.e., F E 9’ is not dense. On the other hand 
F c ZF’ is immediate (9 G 4) and algebraic because y is a solution of 
u is a monotonically increasing sequence bounded by 
y= -l+ 1 (-l)“XQn, 
fl2.0 
f:= Yp+xY+ 1. 
Toseethisnotethat l+p,=pp,+,,n>Oandpp,=l. 
Denotea,= -l+~O~n~s(-l)nXpn,u=(us),,~.Thenaisap.c.s.from 
F and y is a p.1. of it. A small computation give us 
o(f(as)) = PPs+ 17 
~(f’l’(~,)(% 1 -a,)) = 1 + u(u,- 1 -a,) = 1 + ps= pps+ 1, 
v(f’%s)(% L - dP) = pp,, s> 1. 
Since ps+ r > p, we have 
u(f’“‘(u s )(a, - a )“) < u(f”‘(u )(a -a )‘) s s I SP 
s > t >, 0 for all j, 0 6 j c p. This illustrates our Proposition (3.8). 
(3.14) COROLLARY. Let R, R’ be the valuation rings of 9 (resp. 9’) and 
q c R u prime ideal of height one from R. Suppose that 
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(i) R/q 2 R’JqR’, 
(ii) jj = char R/q > 0 and for ever)’ y E F’, [F(y): F] < j, 
(iii) F c F-’ is immediate. 
Then 9 c F”’ is dense. 
The proof goes like in Corollary (3.11) using Theorem (3.12). 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF FINITE DENSE VALUED FIELD EXTENSIONS 
In this section we shall use a theorem of N&on desingularization on 
dense valued field extensions. The result belongs in fact to Schappacher 
[Scha]; our proof follows the proof of [P,, Lemma (4.3)]. 
(4.1) THEOREM (Net-on-Schappacher). Let 9 G 8’ be a dense valued 
field extension and R c R’ their valuation ring extension. Suppose that FG F 
is separable. Then R’ is a filtered inductive union of its smooth sub-R- 
algebras of finite presentation. 
Proof: Let BE R’ be a sub-R-algebra of finite type, let us say 
B : = R[y] for some elements y = (y, ,..., y,) from B. It is enough to embed 
B in a smooth sub-R-algebra B’ E R’ of finite presentation. Since the exten- 
sion Fc F is separable there exists a system of polynomials f= (fi ,..., f,), 
r : = n - tr deg, F(y) and a r x r-minor A4 of Jacobian matrix J : = (8fl8 Y) 
such that M(y) # 0. Choose A4 in J such that u(M(y)) is minimum. Since 
%ZE%’ is immediate there exists an element dE R such that 
v(d)= v’(M(y)) and so dR’=M(y) R’. If u(d) =0 then B’ := B,(,,, is a 
smooth R-algebra of finite presentation. Suppose now u(d) >O. Since 
% G 9’ is dense there exist a system of elements j E R” such that 
v’(y - j) 2 2u(d) and so y E j mod dzR’. Changing y by y - j and Y by 
Y + j we may suppose from now on that y E d2R’, let us say y = dz for an 
element z E dR’“. We have 
~y(o)-~y(Y) mod d2R’ 
Thus v(M(0)) = v(d) and every r x r-minor of ((aSlaY)( is divisible by d. 
By theory there exist two invertible matrices U, W such that 
U((aflaY)(O)) W has a diagonal form 
d, 0 0 
. . . 3 
0 4 0 
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where diER, u(d,)<v(d,)< ... < o(d,) and I-I;= i di = d. Applying on f, z 
the invertible transformations given by U (resp. W- ’ ) we can suppose that 
((@j+Yyj)(0)) = di 6,, 6, being Kronecker’ symbol. 
We have 
O=f,(~)=fi(O)+ddi(~i+ QAz)h 1 <i<r, 
where Q = (Qi), G iGr are polynomials in 2 = (Z, ,..., Z,) over R containing 
only monomials of degree > 2. Then f,(O) E ddiR’ n R = dd, R and so 
f,(O) = dd,c, for some suitable C,E R, 1 < i < r. Denote B” : = R[z], 
hi:= ci+Zi+Qi, 1 <i<r. 
Since F(z) =F(y) we get tr deg,F(z)=n-r. Note that h(z)=0 and 
(%/aZ)(z) contains a r x r-minor u from 1 + zR’. Then B’ := B,” is a 
smooth R-algebra of finite presentation. 1 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let % r%“’ be a dense valued field extension and 
R c R’ their valuation ring extension. Suppose that FE F is finite separable. 
Then R’ is etale and essentially finite over R. 
Proof Let B c R’ be a finite sub-R-algebra of R’ whose fraction field is 
F. By Theorem (4.1) there exists a smooth sub-R-algebra B’ G R’ of finite 
presentation containing B. Clearly B’ is normal because R is so. Then B’ 
contains the integral closure C of R in F. By [B, VI, Sect. 8, No. 31, R’ is 
a localization of C and so of B’ too. In particular R’ is smooth over R. 
Since B’ is of finite type there exists a finite subR-algebra A of R’ such that 
B’ is contained in one localization of A. Thus R’ is a localization of A, i.e., 
R’ is essentially finite over R. Now it is enough to note that a smooth, 
essentially finite algebra is etale. 1 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let 9 E %’ be an immediate valued field extension 
and R c R’ their valuation ring extension. Suppose that FE F is finite 
separable, TC Iw and either 
(i) p = 0 (p being the residue field characteristic of R) or, 
(ii) jj>O andfor every YEF’, [F(y): F]<p. 
Then R’ is etale and essentially finite over R. 
For the proof apply Corollary (3.10) and Theorem (3.12). 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let % G %’ be an immediate valued field extension, 
R E R’ their valuation ring extension, and q c R a prime ideal of height one. 
Suppose that R/q z R’/qR’, [F: F] -C 00, FE F separable and either 
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(i) p := char R/q=0 or 
(ii) p>Oand [F(y):F]<pforeueryy~F’. 
Then R’ is etale and essentially finite over R. 
For the proof apply Corollaries (3.11) and (3.14). 
5. ALGEBRAIC VALUED FIELD EXTENSIONS 
Let 9 ~9’ be a valued field extension with the same value group I-, 
R E R’ their valuation rings, m the maximal ideal from R, q c R a prime 
ideal Z an element from i?’ : = R’/qR’ and f a manic polynomial from 
R[Z], i? : = R/q. Suppose that f(Y) = 0 and iii : = (@‘aZ) (2) 4 ml?‘. Let f, u 
be some liftings of f (resp. Z) to R[Z] (resp. R’) and denote 
8’ := (R’[Z]/(f))(mR,,Z-u), 3 := R[z],R,~~~;,, where ZEW’ is given by 
Z. 
(5.1) LEMMA. Then 
(i) 1, ii’ are valuation rings with the same value group f-etale exten- 
sions of R (resp. R’), 
(ii) i?/qiiz R[2],R.,Rci,, 
(iii) R’ z R’/qR’, 
(iv) the inclusion i? G i?’ is a valuation ring extension compatible with 
RLR’. 
Proof Using some facts from the henselization theory (see [EGA] or 
[R]) the inclusions REP?, R’cR’ are etale and we see that (ii)- hold. 
It remains to show that w, w’ are valuation rings. Since R, R’ are normal 
rings we get z, j?’ normal too by the etality. In particular 8, a’ are 
domains and let F, p be their fraction fields. Then w, E’ are localizations of 
the integral closure of R (resp. R’) in F (resp. F). Thus R, R’ are valuation 
rings (see a Remark from [B, VI, Sect. 8, No. 33). 1 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Let 9 G 8’ be a valued field extension with the 
same value group of finite rank t E N, and R G R’ their valuation ring exten- 
sion. Suppose that 
(i) [F: F] < co, 
(ii) for every factor domain R of R with char i? > 0, F= Fr 
RG FOR R’ is a separable field extension and it holds [F(j): F] <char i? 
for every j E R @ R R’. 
Then R E R’ is etaie and essentially finite. 
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Proof Apply induction on t. If t = 0 then the valuation is trivial and we 
have R = k, R’ = k’, kc k’ being the residue field extension of R E R’. Then 
k c k’ is a finite separable field extension which is clearly etale. 
Suppose t > 1. Let q c R be a prime ideal of height one and i? : = R/q, - - 
R’ : = R’fqR’. Let F, F be the fraction fields of i? (resp. 17’) (qR’ c R’ is a 
prime ideal because R, R’ have the same value group). By (i) we get 
[F: F] < co. Thus WE R’ is etale and essentially finite by the induction 
hypothesis. Using the Jacobian criterion [R, V, Theorem 11, there exist 
ZE R’, f~ R[Z] such that 
(1) ~‘=a-~l,n~,n~i,, 
(2) AZ) =0 and W := (aJ/aZ) (.T)$gR’n R[F]. 
Let f, uw’, z, k be like in Lemma (5.1). Then 
(3) K’ z R’/qj?l E R/qiT 
and by Corollary (4.4) WG i?’ is etale and essentially finite. But R c i?, 
R’ E i?’ are also etale and essentially finite by construction. Then it is 
enough to apply. 
(5.2.1) LEMMA. Let R c_ R’ z R” be two valuation ring extensions. Sup- 
pose that R E R”, R’ E R” are etale and essentially finite. Then R c R’ is 
etale and essentially finite. 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let 9 c 9’ be a valued field extension with the same 
value group r of finite rank, R G R’ their valuation ring extension and k the 
residue field of R. Suppose that 
(i) char k =O, 
(ii) F c F’ is algebraic. 
Then R’ is a filtered inductive union of its etale, essentially finite sub-R- 
algebras offinite presentation. Moreover if [F: F] < 00 then R E R’ is etale, 
essentially finite and essentially of finite presentation. 
Proof If [F: F] < 00 then R E R’ is etale and essentially finite by 
Proposition (5.2). Then R c R’ is essentially of finite presentation by 
(5.3.1) LEMMA. Let A c B be two domains and q c B a prime ideal. Sup- 
pose that A is normal and B, is smooth and essentially offinite type over A. 
Then B, is essentially of finite presentation over A. 
Now suppose that [F: F] = 00. Then express F’ as a filtered inductive 
union of its subfields which are finite extensions of F, let us say 
F = UiE, Fi. As above R E Ri : = R’n Fi is etale, essentially finite and 
essatially of finite presentation. Thus Ri is a filtered inductive union of its 
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etale, essentially finite sub-R-algebras of finite presentation. Since R’ is a 
filtered inductive union of ( Ri), t, we are ready. 1 
(5.4) COROLLARY. Keeping the notations and hypothesis of Theorem 
(5.3), suppose that R is henselian and [F’: F] < co. Then R’ is afinite free R- 
module and [k’: k] = [F’: F]. 
Proof By Theorem (5.3) R c R’ is essentially finite, i.e., R’ E CmRcn e 
for a finite sub-R-algebra C E R’. Then C is quasi-local because R is hen- 
selian and so R’ z C. Thus R’ is finite over R. Since R’ is torsionless as an 
R-module we get also R’ free over R. The second statement follows from 
[B,VI, Sect. 8, Theorem 21 because R’ is the unique valuation ring from F 
dominating R. 1 
(5.4.1) Remark. When R is a valuation ring containing a field of 
characteristic zero then its integral closure in every finite field extension F 
of F= Fr R is a finite free R-module by [B, VI, Sect. 8, Theorem 23 and 
[0, Sect. 9, No. 551 “Der Defektsatz” (see also [RI, G, Theorem 21). Thus 
our Corollary (5.4) is in particular a consequence of “Der Defektsatz.” 
6. OBSTRUCTIONS FOR DESINGULARIZATION 
Theorems (4.1) and (5.3) suggest the introduction of the following 
definition. 
(6.1) A valued field extension 9 E F’, or their valuation ring 
extension R E R’ is called 
(i) a desingularization extension (shortly a d-extension) if R’ is a 
filtered inductive union of its smooth sub-R-algebras of finite presentation; 
(ii) a weak desingularization extension (w.d-extension) if R’ is a 
filtered inductive limit of smooth R-algebras of finite presentation; 
(iii) formally a desingularization extension (Ed-extension if for every 
nonzero element x E R, R’/xR’ is a filtered inductive limit of smooth RfxR- 
algebras of finite presentation. 
(6.1.1) Remark. (i) A w.d-extension is separable. 
(ii) Composite extensions and filtered inductive unions of d-exten- 
sions (resp. w.d. or f.d.) are also d-extensions (resp. w.d. or f.d.). Thus 
Theorem (4.1) says in fact that a separable dense valued field extension is a 
d-extension. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Let 4 E F” be a f.d.-extension of rank one immediate 
valued3elds of characteristic p > 0 and a = (ap),, < 0 a p.c.s. from F suchthat 
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(1) apS has a p.1. in F for a certain s E N, 
(2) a has a p.1. in F’, 
(3) a is not a f.s. 
Then a has a p.1. in F. 
ProoJ: Let y be a p.1. of a in F and b a p.1. of ad in F. Then y” is a p.1. 
of a@ in F and so we have 
d~~“-b)>u((a,+, -aJP”) for all p < 0. 
If c is a nonzero element from F then (cap)p<B is a p.c.s. having a p.1. in F 
iff a has one. Thus multiplying a by a suitable c we can suppose o(y) > 0, 
u(b) > 0, u(a,) > 0 and so we reduce to the case when y, b and a are from 
R’, where R E R’ is the valuation ring extension of 9 c 9’. 
Denote f: = Yps- b E R[ Y]. Since 9 E 9 is immediate there exists 
0 # d E R such that u(d) = u( f (y)) iff( y) # 0; otherwise take for d an upper 
bound of (p'u(a,+, - ap))piO, a being not a f.s. Now, let 8’ := R’/dR’ be a 
filtered inductive limit of some smooth i? : = R/dR-algebras (Bi)i,, of finite 
presentation and Cp,: Bi + R’, i E I the limit maps. Since j : = y + dR’ is a 
solution of f in 8’ there exist a Jo Z and an element jj E Rj such that 
f( yi) = 0 and (pj( jj) = j. As S has rank one, dim R = 1 and so R is hen- 
selian (dim R= 0). Thus the map R + fj has a retraction !F. Then the 
element Z : = p(jj) is a solution off in R. 
Let z be a lifting of Z. It follows f(z) E dR and so 
u((z- ~)~)=u(f(z)-f(.~))~u(4>~“u(a,+~ -aJ for all p < 19. 
Thus u(z - y) > u(a, + , - a,), p < 8, i.e., z is a p.1. of a in R (see (2.3.1)). 1 
(6.2.1) Remark. The only reason for which we introduced this lemma 
was to illustrate our next Theorem (6.6) on an easy example. This theorem 
will allow us to substitute (1) in Lemma (6.2) by asking for a to be 
algebraic over F. 
(6.3) LEMMA. Let a = (ap)y<8 be an algebraic p.c.s. from 9 = (F, u, f) 
f E F[ Y] a nonzero polynomial of least degree for which (2.7)(ii) holds and 
I= {j> 11 f”’ ZO}. Then there exists an ordinal t < 8 such that 
(i) u(f”‘(a,))=u(f”‘(a,)) forjE1, a>p>T, 
(ii) u(f(a,)) < u(f(a,)) for d > P 2 T, 
(iii) there exists an i E Z such that 
u( f “‘(a,)) + iy < u( f “‘(a,)) + j7, 
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for every jg I, j # i and ,for every y > v(a, + , - a,) such that there exists 
p, T < p < 8 with y < v(a, + , - up). 
ProojI Using (2.7) we can find a z satisfying (i), (ii). For (iii) it is 
enough to apply the following lemma which is a slight variation of [K, 
Lemma 41. 
(6.3.1) LEMMA. Let p ,,..., pm be any elements of an ordered abelian 
group r, t, ,..., t, some distinct integers and (up),, C e a well-ordered monotone 
increasing set of elements from r. Then there exist an ordinal T < 0 and an 
integer i, 1 < i < m such that 
bj + tjY ’ PI + tiY 
for all j # i and y 2 a, with y < a, for a certain p < 8 (depending on y). 
(6.4) LEMMA. Let 9, a,f, I, T be like in Lemma (6.3), 9’= (F’, v’ r’) an 
extension of 9 and y a p.1. of a in F. Then 
(i) v’(f”‘(y)) = u(f”‘(a,)) for all jE I, 
(ii) v’(f(y))>v(f(a,))forallp~t. 
Proof. By (2 4 4) (f”‘(a . . p p <B, j> 0 are ultimately p.c.s. either of the )) 
We 
(2.4.2) (i) when j=O or 
(2.4.2) (ii) when ja 1. 
Using (2.4.3) we have 
u’(f”‘(y))=v(f”‘(a )) P ’ jE 4 
v’(f(y)) > v(f(a,)) 
for p % 0. Now we are ready by Lemma (6.3). i 
(6.5) PROPOSITION. Let 9, F’, a,f, I, z be like in Lemma (6.4) and y an 
element from F. Then y is a p.1. of a iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) v(f (j)( y)) = v(f”‘(a,)) for jE Z, 
(ii) v(f(y)) > v(f(a,))for all P 2 t. 
Proof: The necessity follows from Lemma (6.4). Suppose that y is not a 
p.1. but (i), (ii) hold. Then there exists p B 0 (see (2.3.1)) let us say p $ T, 
such that y := v(y- up) # v(ap+ 1 -up). Since (y-aao)o<e is a p.c.s. we 
have 
Vb--~+I)~u(y-a,), O&O (1) 
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by (2.4.2). If y > ~(a, + , - ap) then we get 
~(Y-~,+l)=~(~,+l-~,)<~(Y-~,)=~ 
which contradicts (1) by taking p sufftciently large. 
Now we may assume y < ~(a,, 1 -up). Then using (2.4.5) it follows 
o(Y-%)=Y for all 0 2 p. (2) 
By Taylor’s formula we get 
.I-(%) =f(y) + c f”‘(Y)@, - YV (3) 
i, 1 
Using (2), (3), (i), and Lemma (6.3) (see the choice of 7) we have 
U(a IJ 1 -f(Y)) = U”‘(YN + Q (4) 
for a certain i > 1 and all e > p. Then v(f(u,) -f(y)) does not depend of 
0 > p. Since (u(f(u,))), a p increases monotonically we get 
o(f(y)) < u(f(u,)) which contradicts (ii). 1 
(6.6) THEOREM. Let 9 E 9’ be a w.d-extension of rank one immediate 
valued fields. Then 
(x) every algebraic p.c.s. from F which is not f.s. has a p.1. in F ifit has one 
in F. 
Proof: Let a = (u~)~ <B be an algebraic p.c.s. from F which is not a f.s. 
and y a p.1. of a in F. Multiplying a by a suitable element from F* we can 
suppose o(y) > 0 and ~(a,) > 0, p < 8 like in Lemma (6.2). Let R E R’ be 
the valuation ring extension of 9 G 9’ and choose a polynomial f E R[ Y] 
of least degree for which (2.7)(ii) holds. Like in the proof of Lemma (2.8) 
we can change y (if necessary) for to have f(y) # 0. 
By Lemma (2.5) it is enough to show that a has a p.1. in the completion 
Z? of R (the valuation ring of the completion @ of 9). Using Lemma (3.7), 
f is still over Z? of “least degree for which (2.7)(ii) holds.” Let Z, t be like in 
Lemma (6.3). By Proposition (6.5) a has a p.l. in Z? iff there exists in Z? a 
solution of the following inequations: 
i 
u(f( Y)) ’ U(Q) for all p > 7 
u(f”‘( Y)) = u(f”‘(u )) T for all j E I. 
(1) 
But (1) has in R’ the solution y and so a solution in Z? of the following 
system of equations 
u(f(j)(Z))=u(f(j)(y)) 9 jE zu (0) (2) 
it is still a solution to (1). 
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Let ldj),eIu (0) be some elements from R such that u(d,)=v(f”‘(y)) 
(9 s 9’ is immediate). Then (2) has solutions in R iff the following system 
of equations in (2, Vi, U;): 
i 
f”‘( 2) = dj uj 
u,u;=1 ) jE zu (O} (3) 
has solutions in k. Since (3) has in R’ a solution induced by y we are ready 
by the following 
(6.6.1) LEMMA. Let g= (g ,,..., g,) be a system of polynomials in 
T= ( T1,..., T,,) over R and i? a henselian local R-algebra. Suppose that 
R G R’ is a w.d-extension and g has a solution t = (t, ,..., t,) in R’. Then g has 
also a solution in R. 
Proof Let R’ be a filtered inductive limit of some smooth R-algebras 
(Bi)ie 1 of finite presentation and cpi: Bi + R’, i E Z the limit maps. Then 
there exist ajE Z and an element ’ E B$’ such that g( t’) = 0 and cpj( t’) = t. By 
henselianity the map i? + 1 OR B, has a retraction tij. Then the element 
t=Yj(l@t’)isasolutionofginii. 1 
(6.6.2) Remark. Lemma (6.6.1) is a variation of [P,, Theorem (6.1)]. 
(6.7) COROLLARY. Let B G 9’ be a w.d-extension of immediate valued 
fields of rank one and let 9” = (F”, v”, T) be the complete closure of 9 
relatively to 9’. Then every element from F/F” is a p.1. of a p.c.s. from F 
which is transcendental over F. In particular F” is algebraically closed in F. 
Proof Let y be an element from F’\F’. By (2.3.2) y is a p.1. of a p.c.s. a 
from F having no p.1. in F. As y $ F’, a is not f.s. Thus a is transcendental 
over F by Theorem (6.6). Moreover a is also transcendental over F as 
shows Lemma (2.9). 1 
(6.8) COROLLARY. Let 9 G 9’ be an immediate algebraic w.d-extension 
of valued fields of rank one. 
Then 9 E 9’ is dense and separable. 
For proof apply Corollary (6.7) and (6.1.1)(i). 
(6.9) THEOREM. Let 9 E 9’ be an algebraic immediate extension of 
valued fields of rank one. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F c 9’ is a d-extension, 
(ii) 9 c 9” is a w.d-extension, 
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(iii) 9 E 9’ is a separable f.d-extension, 
(iv) 9 c 9’ is dense and separable. 
Proof: Applying Theorem (4.1) and Corollary (6.8) we get 
(i) o (ii) o (iv). The implication (iii) = (ii) is a technical consequence of 
[P2, Lemma (9.1)] (we do not include details because the methods are 
completely different from those used here). Clearly (ii) ~j (iii) is trivial (see 
(6.1.1)(i)). 1 
(6.10) Remark. Theorems (6.6) and (6.9) provide us a lot of examples 
of immediate extensions which are not d-extensions. For instance, the 
example given in (3.13) is not even a f.d-extension. In particular there exist 
flat morphisms U: A + A’ of quasi-local rings (A, m), (A’, m’) such that 
dim A = dim A’ = 0, mA’ = m’, A/m g A’lg’ but A’ is not a filtered induc- 
tive limit of smooth A-algebras of finite presentation [note that this does 
not happen if A’ is noetherian, see [P2, Corollary (3.3)]]. 
Note added in proof Our Theorem (5.3) and Corollary (5.4) hold still when rank r= co as 
we showed in Rev. Roumaine Math. Pures Appl. 31 (1986) 577-582, where we included also 
some details concerning the proofs of (52.1) and (53.1). 
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